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Germany

If you have perceptions of Germany as simply homogeneous, it will
surprise you with its many historical regions and local diversity. 2,000
years of European cultural history have certainly left their mark in the form
of roman baths, medieval monasteries, gothic cathedrals, baroque palaces, art
nouveau villas and UNESCO world heritage sites.
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Day 1
Germany
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Day 1
o

Morning - Arrival

Arrival and transfer from Berlin International Airport to the Hotel of choice.

o

Evening

For your first evening in Berlin there’s an opportunity to familiarise yourself with this vibrant, exciting city. Stroll
along the Kudamm, lined with its designer boutiques, to dine in Theodor Tucher restaurant nestled in the heart of
the historical Mitte district and right in front of the iconic Brandenburg Gate.
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Today is yours to explore Berlin’s rich history as we take you to visit
o

Day 2

Checkpoint Charlie

Once a symbol of division, now a symbol of unity and freedom, your visit to Checkpoint Charlie concludes with an
exclusive visa stamping.
o

The Berlin Wall Museum

Heart wrenching narrative, authentic photographs and historic paintings combine to document the history of this
East West.visor.
o

East Side Gallery

Mühlenstraße – at 1.8km it’s the longest flank of wall to remain after the 1989 fall and site of celebratory murals by
international artists.
o

From the old to the new

Taking you right back to present times, shop a little at Friedrichstraße and Unter den Linden boulevard, the main
drag of which was once East Berlin but since emerged as one of the city's most cutting-edge commercial zones.
o

Evening

A sumptuous and lavish occasion awaits in Palais am Festungsgraben. With its impressive baroque facade and
stunning historical interior, one of Berlin’s most historic and lavish venues is exlcusively yours for an opulent event.
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Day 3
o

Morning - Potsdam

Just 30 km from Berlin lies Potsdam, a gem of splendid historical buildings. After visiting its famed 19th century
Castle Sanssouci and picturesque Palace Gardens, lunch like lords and ladies in the historic dining hall of the
Palace Hotel with delicious fare to suit all tastebuds.

o

Afternoon - Fly to Munich

o

Evening

Celebrated the world over as the home of the annual festival of beer ‘Oktoberfest’ what better way to begin your
time in Munich than in one of its oldest breweries - the “Löwenbräukeller”? Since 1883 locals and visitors have
gathered to enjoy and share the finest Bavarian hospitality and cuisine. On the menu for you tonight are hearty
local specialities of sausages, sauerkraut and ox washed down with a "Mass" or two of the special home brew.
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Day 4
o

Morning

At leisure to shop a little or explore the impressive buildings around the Marienplatz. Don’t miss the chiming of the
tower bells in the square.

o

Afternoon - Nymphenburg Castle

The short trip to Nymphenburg, former summer residence of the Bavarian elector princes and kings, will take you
past some of Munich’s most historical sights; the classical architecture of King’s Square, the former artists quarter
Schwabing, Arch of Victory, Hall of Generals, Angel of Peace, Deutsches Museum, the National Theater. But the
real highlight awaits in Nymphenburg; its famous "Gallery of Beauties", meticulously painted for King Ludwig I by
Joseph Stieler.

o

Evening – Sky Cooking

This evening, enjoy panoramic views of Munich from the new SkyLounge. Located on the 14th floor of the city’s
Telekom Centre, no place in Munich enjoys a more extraordinary atmosphere. A team of SkyCooking chefs is
waiting to introducé you to their kitchens and more importantly, their secrets! Don your aprons and prepare your
dinner all the while guided by their expert hand.
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Day 5
o

Morning

For your last day in Germany leave the bustle of the city behind and explore the romantic countryside and ancient
Bavarian castle and monastery ruins of Neuschwanstein and Wieskirche. Enjoy a relaxing lunch in the truly
tranquil setting of Lake Hopfensee, the Riviera of the Allgaeu.

o

Evening

The time has come to bid ‘Auf Wiedersehen’ to Germany but not before gathering for a gala dinner in the
spectacular setting of the old industrial complex in Heizkraftwerk Mitteor. The landmark boiler room and impressive
chimney of the former heat and power supply station of Munich’s Central Station provides a unique and
atmospheric setting for dinner. Later a local Bavarian band is waiting to entice you onto the dance floor, a perfect
ending as you gather final memories of your time in Germany.
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Day 6

o
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Breakfast at leisure with airport departures for onward journey home.

Thank
you!
Germany
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